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Canada has long been a hub for literary talent, producing world-renowned authors who have captivated readers globally. But behind every great writer is often an unsung hero: the editor. 




These literary maestros work diligently to refine manuscripts, ensuring that each word, sentence, and chapter resonates with readers. In this listicle, we’ll shine a spotlight on the top book editors in Canada who have been instrumental in bringing some of the country’s most cherished stories to life.




1. Geffen Semach




Geffen Semach, based in Vancouver, BC, is a seasoned freelance editor with a wealth of experience spanning top agencies and publishers in both the UK and Canada. With a keen eye for narrative-driven fiction and nonfiction, Geffen has been instrumental in evaluating and contributing to the production of numerous bestsellers. Over the years, she has worked with a diverse range of genres, showcasing her adaptability and deep understanding of the literary world. Whether you’re an emerging author or an established writer, Geffen’s expertise ensures that your manuscript is polished, engaging, and ready to captivate readers everywhere.



















2. Natalie Morrill




Natalie Morrill, based in Ottawa, ON, is a dedicated editor with a particular interest in fiction and narrative non-fiction. Her enthusiasm for character-driven and innovative works sets her apart, and she excels in providing substantive editorial feedback to help authors refine their plot, pacing, and character development. As an award-winning author herself, published through HarperCollins Canada and various Canadian literary journals, Natalie understands the intricacies of the writing process. She also holds the role of Fiction Editor at the American literary magazine, Dappled Things, and teaches creative and professional writing at a prominent polytechnic college. With her deep appreciation for the craft of writing, Natalie is committed to helping authors achieve their “Aha!” moments.




3. Dan Varrette




Dan Varrette, stationed in Toronto, is a seasoned editor with a keen focus on both fiction and narrative non-fiction. With over eighteen years in the book publishing realm, Dan has honed his skills in various genres, including literary, science fiction, fantasy, and mystery, catering to both traditional publishers and self-publishers. His comprehensive approach encompasses everything from developmental editing to proofreading. Additionally, Dan’s background in business and marketing communications equips him with the expertise to produce compelling marketing and publicity content for the book publishing sector. His meticulous attention to detail and commitment to preserving an author’s unique voice make him a standout choice for those seeking top-tier editing services.




4. Amanda Peters




Amanda Peters, based in Edmonton, Alberta, is a seasoned editor with a special affinity for poetry and prose. With over 15 years of experience, Amanda has collaborated with Canadian publishing companies and independent authors, offering services ranging from early substantive edits to final proofreading. Her dedication to enhancing authors’ voices and narratives has been evident throughout her career. Amanda’s academic credentials include a Masters of Publishing and a Bachelors of English, both from Simon Fraser University in Vancouver, BC. With a deep understanding of the publishing standards and a genuine passion for the craft, Amanda is poised to help authors elevate their manuscripts to the highest standards.



















5. Lottie Hayes-Clemens




Lottie Hayes-Clemens, stationed in Montreal, QC, is a meticulous editor and proofreader with over three years of experience at the renowned HarperCollins. With a specialized focus on women’s fiction and fantasy, Lottie brings a unique blend of precision and creativity to every project. Her academic background includes a degree in English Literature with a specialization in creative writing. Beyond her formal education, Lottie has contributed to a creative journal, editing both short fiction and non-fiction submissions. Her extensive experience encompasses various genres, from cozy crime to romance, and even unique non-fiction projects. Lottie’s dedication to the craft ensures that every manuscript she touches is polished to perfection, ready to captivate its intended audience.




6. Shealah Stratton




Shealah Stratton, hailing from Toronto, is a seasoned book marketer with a decade-long experience in the publishing industry. Having collaborated with both traditional presses and self-publishing authors, Shealah’s expertise spans a diverse range of genres, from academic works to memoirs and fiction. Her academic credentials, including a degree in English Literature, further bolster her understanding of the literary world. Beyond her editing prowess, Shealah’s background in marketing communications positions her perfectly to craft compelling promotional content tailored for the book publishing sector. For authors seeking a comprehensive approach to marketing their work, Shealah’s expertise promises to be an invaluable asset.




7. Hilary Doda




Hilary Doda is a seasoned editor with over two decades of experience spanning RPGs, fiction, and academic writing. Based in Halifax, NS, Canada, Hilary boasts specialties in history, romance, and LGBTQ fiction. She offers a comprehensive range of editing services, from developmental and structural edits to copy editing and proofreading. Hilary’s expertise isn’t limited to fiction; she also welcomes non-fiction works in the humanities and social sciences. With a Ph.D. in Interdisciplinary studies, she has a deep understanding of Atlantic history, material culture studies, dress studies, and archaeology. Known for her meticulousness, Hilary is described as “intimidatingly thorough,” yet she maintains a sense of humor and a commitment to elevating every text to its highest potential.




8. Nicolle White




Nicolle White, based in Toronto, ON, Canada, is a dedicated developmental editor with a particular focus on short stories and screenplays. With a rich background that includes starting her career at Firefly Books, Nicolle has become a sought-after editor in her network, especially for writing contest entries. She has also generously volunteered her expertise for The Ripple Foundation’s Annual writing contest. When collaborating with Nicolle, authors can anticipate a detailed Summary Report that sheds light on areas of improvement and offers thought-provoking questions to refine their drafts. Passionate about storytelling, Nicolle aims to enhance and elevate every narrative she touches, ensuring authors continue to progress in their writing journey.




The literary landscape is enriched by the expertise and dedication of these top editors in Canada. As you pursue your writing aspirations, partnering with such exceptional talents can elevate your work to unparalleled heights.
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